
A Guide to Securing Data in
the Cloud and Meeting Cloud
Compliance Regulations

As organizations consider implementing cloud, questions and concerns
arise about the compliance and data security issues. Where do these
cloud compliance issues become apparent and how do you avoid them
altogether?

This e-guide evaluates the current loop holes within the public cloud
landscape, and lists questions to ask before moving forward with the
process. Learn how the importance of where your data resides plays
a large role in compliance and data protection.
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Understanding cloud compliance issues

Phil Cox, Contributor

In this tip, we discuss cloud compliance. Compliance concerns are one of the major reasons that companies are

holding back from using cloud services. The promise of inexpensive, flexible computing that can be created, dis-

mantled, reconfigured, grown and shrunk on demand is very appealing, but can it incorporate necessary regulatory

requirements?

Standards and regulations, such as the Massachusetts Privacy Law (201 CMR 17), PCI-DSS, SOX, Nevada SB-227

and HIPAA, are requiring many organizations to evaluate their data protection measures. Moving to the cloud can

impact an organization's ability to comply with these regulations and standards. In this tip, we'll explore two of

the more problematic characteristics of cloud computing that adversely affect an enterprise's ability to maintain

compliance.

The main questions in regards to compliance

Virtually every regulation requires organizations to adequately protect their physical and informational assets. To do

this, there is an implied or assumed ability to control and prove:

• What information is stored on a system?

• Where is the information stored?

• Who can access the system?

• What they can access?

• Is the access appropriate?

All of these questions imply some level of ownership of the assets in question, and that is where cloud compliance

issues become apparent. In a public cloud environment, you are able to answer the first of those questions with

certainty; the other four, however, end up posing a compliance problem. We'll look at each of them in turn.

Where is the information stored?

In a typical corporate data center or a colocation center, everyone knows where the disk and server physically

reside, and that fact can be proven during an audit. Even a shared service provider can typically tell you which

physical systems you are utilizing and identify the data location for audit purposes.

Even with regards to virtualization and disaster recovery, you can, with reasonable effort, identify the physical

resource where your information resides. By definition, this is not the case in a public cloud, and this presents our

first cloud compliance problem.
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In the cloud, there is no expectation on the provider's side to be able to show you where your information resides.

This is not to say that the provider cannot do it, but that the market has not driven them to the point of providing

this service. Also, to be fair, requiring that type of location awareness is in conflict with the purpose of cloud com-

puting.

So what can you do? Ensure that the provider you use is able and willing to work with you to provide, and prove,

any data location restrictions you may have.

The who, what and why of system access

Our second compliance-related issue for the public cloud is related to the questions:

• Who can access the systems that have your information?

• What can they access?

• Is the access appropriate (also known as why)?

As far as the "who" is concerned, while you can control your side of the equation, your provider has staff that can

access the systems as well. The main people we are concerned about in this regard are the administrators, both

systems and application, at the provider's site. We need to know who the system and application administrators

are.

When looking at the "what" can they access, we are concerned about the provider's ability to access the underlying

infrastructure or application that our information is stored on. Is the access through the hypervisor (e.g.

Infrastructure as a Service) or at the application level (e.g. Platform and Software as a Service)?

Finally, the question of "why" they need that access. This is Security 101: Access should be based on job role, and

a clear description of the level of access needed should be provided.

In reality, this is an issue that also arises in shared hosting facilities. The main difference is that many cloud

providers are not in a position to meet the requirements set forth in many compliance documents, whereas shared

hosting facilities are mature enough to have that capability under their belt.

So what do you do? Ensure that the provider you use is able and willing to prove they use separation of duties for

administrative functions, and that they have the ability to "prove" who had access to a system and information and

when they had this access. Note that this last requirement would require a robust and state-of-the-art security-

related logging solution to be deployed.

As a side note, I believe that the industry as a whole will work on certifications for public cloud providers, and that

those certifications will be acceptable for a consumer's compliance.
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In summary

Much of compliance is about ensuring proper controls over who has access to assets, what level of access they have

and how those levels are maintained. The way those things are typically ensured is through audit, where we must

say what we are doing and prove we are doing it. The relative immaturity of the public cloud environment makes

audits very difficult and sometimes impossible. Two things are going to have to happen to change this landscape:

• The public cloud offerings will have to mature and become more standards-compliant.

• Public cloud providers will have to have contractual language that will assist its customers in meeting

cloud compliance requirements.
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Securing data in the cloud

Phil Cox, Contributor

In this tip, we discuss the security of data in the cloud. If and when you decide to use public cloud computing, it's

likely that you will also need to store data in the cloud. The multi-tenant nature of the cloud and questions about

the physical location of cloud data are security risks that organizations looking at using cloud services need to be

aware of. This tip discusses practical methods for keeping your cloud data secure.

Storing data in the cloud is arguably the most important aspect of public cloud resources, but it is rarely treated as

such. Two practical steps to take when securing cloud data are:

• Protect your data in a real world environment.

• Meet compliance requirements.

What are the issues?

There are two primary issues that we have to deal with when talking about data security in a public cloud:

• Protection of the data: Dealing with the confidentiality, integrity, and availability (CIA) criteria.

Answering the important questions, such as, "What is the risk to the data? Are the controls in place

adequate to mitigate the risk?"

• Location of the data: Dealing with the physical location of the "bits" and answering questions like, "Do I

know where the data resides? Does this violate any of my compliance requirements?"

Location is often doubly important because we do not think about it; it may easily slip by unnoticed and have

significant impact if a data loss ever occurs.

An example is the conflict between the U.S. Patriot Act and Canadian laws on the privacy of certain personal

information. The U.S. government says if there is a compelling reason, they are able to see data in their jurisdic-

tion. Canadian laws say that the data of certain Canadian citizens is protected and cannot be disclosed. If you

handle Canadian data (i.e., data that is protected), then you had better be sure it is not physically located on

systems in the U.S. Note that this is something providers will need to ensure via contracts.

Where to start: Data classification

If you don't take time to understand your data, then you are setting yourself up for failure in a public cloud

environment. Therefore, securing data must begin with data classification.

Here are some steps to follow:

1. Identify the data that will be processed or stored in the cloud.
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2. Classify the information in regards to sensitivity towards loss of the CIA criteria. This would include

identifying regulatory requirements for the data.

3. Define the rules by which particular information classes of instances must be stored, transmitted,

archived, transported and destroyed. Many handling requirements result from contractual or regulatory

requirements.

A thought on physical location

As stated earlier, if there are restrictions on the physical location of data, you'll need to find a provider that can

handle them. Amazon Web Services uses regions, and many of the other cloud providers offer similar structures.

However, you need to ensure the service-level agreements meet your locality requirements.

Protecting data in the cloud

In the cloud, your data can be in any of the following locations:

• Local storage of the virtual machine (i.e., processing engine). Data is tied to the virtual machine location

and state.

• Persistent data store (i.e., Amazon EBS or S3, Azure SQL, etc.). Data is independent of virtual machine

location and state.

• In transit on the wire.

You will also need to use one of the following methods to meet your data protection requirements:

• File system and share access control lists: This would be using the access control mechanisms in the

offering to ensure appropriate restrictions on the data. This would be used in all cases, but it would not

protect from malicious IT staff at the provider.

• Encryption with a mixture of public and private key solutions: This would most likely be used to protect

against malicious IT staff at the provider.

• Transport level encryption: This would be used as a matter of course whenever sensitive information was

being passed or transmitted.

In closing

I strongly insist that everyone classifies their data. Once that is done, there are a couple of cloud issues you need

to think about:

• Is my data stored where is should be?
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• If there are any physical location limits, are those met?

• Am I protecting against malicious IT staff?

The rest should be basic security practices, much like those used in your non-cloud environment. There is nothing

obscure about securing data in the cloud. Just remember that "good security is good security" and you should be

good to go.
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Resources from CA

Identity and Access Management for Approaching Cloud

Identity as Security Glue for the Cloud

About CA
CA is one of the world's largest IT management software providers. Our software and expertise
unify and simplify complex IT environments-in a secure way-across the enterprise for greater
business results. We call this Enterprise IT Management (EITM)-our clear vision for the future of
IT. It's how you can manage systems, networks, security, storage, applications and databases
securely and dynamically. You can build on your IT investments, rather than replacing them, and
do it at your own pace. Our more than 5,300 developers worldwide create and deliver IT manage-
ment software that keeps our vision real. And we've taken our decades of experience solving
complicated IT problems and developed practical paths for you to get from where you are today
to where you want to be.
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